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Gas analysis is carried on lay any one of several Methods# 

which are suggested by the nature of the gases themselves* 

'The gases may he separated :- 

l*Ey successive absorption of the different constituents 

and the volumetric determination of each* 

2,By absorption and subsequent determination by titra- 

* tion or weighing. 

3 .By combustion and volumetric or gravimetric determina¬ 

tion of the products. 

Of these#this paper shall treat of the last named.The com¬ 

bustion of the gas may be accomplished as a slow burning process 

as the gas enters the combustion chamber#or else an explosion 

after the gas has been mixed with the essential oxygen#which 

may,in turn#come from a tank of commercial oxygen#or from atmos¬ 

pheric oxygen.The explosion method is limited by the sise and 

strength of equipment,and further,If water is the confining 

'liquid#certain authors say that COg is forced into solution 

by the sudden pressure of the explosion and that this gas 

in the water is given up only with difficulty. 

Slow combustion consists of passing the gas into a 

combustion chamber that has been filled previously to the 

desired quantity with some source of the essential oxygen# 

which is a calculated excess,and allowing the combustion to 

take place just as the combustible gas enters the chamber. 

The ignition for cither the explosion or the slow burning 

process may be accomplished by either an electrically heated 



spiral of metallic wire,or "by a spark frau a source of 

hi£$i potential as a 15,000 volt spark coil* 

Hief3C two and the copper oxide methods of slow ccmbus- 

tion are to he treated.! study is made of the errors of de*» 

termination "by each,technical difficulties of oach,and with 

the view of developing the equipment and methods of actual 

procedure for analysis.So important and critical, are some 

of these,that for specific parts of the set up,months ware 

put in on concentrated effort and study of reproducible results. 

In no field of science is the need for a clear concep- 

tionof the meaning of certain terms more necessary tfcafc that*' 

tinder discussion,Such terms as fire,flame and combustion 

for centuries have been household expressions,and as such 

they have been uoed frequently to denote phenomena,whlch to 

the popular mind may appear alike,hut which in reality are 

separated widely from each other.By combustion it is new 

usual to imply seme form of chemical change accompanied by 

either,or both,heat and light .Thus heating a platinum wire 

to redness,or the electrical discharge in a Geisoler tube 

are not examples of combustion,since they arc not accompanied 

by chemical change.Fxamples of true combustion are found in the 

entire absence of oxygen,however .BgertOIT* showed that the 

hydrocarbon, coal gas, burned in chlorine to form soot and 

the yellowish green chlorine was replaced by the steamy clouds 
4»*®«w<«»«r*j»**#*«*-«*«»«»*«i*«*«***«»*«***<** **'**«•' *»**«*«►«» «»** ** 

l.Chem. Uewo (1912) 105.232 
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of hydrochloric acid fumes .Similarly,yellow phosphorus in 

bromine vapor, or powdered arsenic in liquid ‘bromine pro¬ 

duces true combustion.Copper foil ‘burn? brilliantly in sul¬ 

phur yapor,and a red hot iron rod pressed into a lump of 

sulphur hums with the sulphur vapor thus produced to pro¬ 

duce scintillating globules of molten ferrous sulphide. 

t»low combustion may be in the absence of light,but 

accompanied by heat as the oxidation of food matter in the 

animal body which is merely slew* in act ion .The temperature 

at which rapid combustion becomes independent of esterasl 

supplies of heat is fcnewn as the ignition tcaioeraturo.A 

maos of gas raised to incandescence by heat, is termed a 

flame.-this is produced only In those cases of combustion 

in which gases or vapors arc present ;of course there is 

such a thing as rapid surface combustion on a catalysing 

surface as hydrogen or coal gas on platinised asbestos 

or porous fire hricb in air.When a chemical reaction pro¬ 

ceeds with a rise in temperature and an ever increasing 

velocity until a high maximum velocity is attained,an 

explosion or detonation resulte« 
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(HCHERAL BEIHODS OF COMBUSTION FCB ANALYSIS 
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Shis is a study of the analysis of gas mixtures,a 

part of the components of which may he separated hy ordinary 

absorption and a part by combustion methods.Such mixtures 

may include all or part of the following gases: 

COg - Carbon dioxide Hg - Hydrogen 

' 111 -Illuminants CHA - Methane 

©2 » Oxygen CgKg** ethane 

C0 «■ Carbon monoxide - Mtrogen 

Other gases such as cyanogen^hydrogen-sulphide,etc*, may 

be present hut are determined by other methods in separate 

samples. 

Measuring The Sample 

Under all cirounstanceo the first operation is the 

measuring of the gao.I'roni the very nature of the gas it is 

clear that its quantity can be determined generally by 

measuring its volume more easily than by ascertaining its 

weight,-thus this is one of the most important operations 

in gas analysis,it is well known that the volume of a gas is 

influenced by pressure, temperature,and the vapor tension of 

the liquid present. 

By Boyle’s law,the density and the pressure of a gas 

are proportional to eachother.ihe vapor tension of the con¬ 

fining or absorbing liquid causes an increase in volume. 

This increase is dependent upon temperature,independent of 

the pres3Ure,and varies withthe chemical nature of the liquid 

in question.Since all the experiments reported herein are 

of constant temperature,constant pressure,and varying vol¬ 

ume, the comparison of volumes alone are used with no attempt 



to reduce to standard, conditional except in the case of 

copper oxide combustion and a subsequent weighing} ,and 

the relations are given in per cent by volume,which reduce 

to the same value at standard conditions. 

Professor HanpeX,for whom the hot filament method of 

slow combustion analysis is named,shows that a moist gas 

of volume V,temperature t°C..barometric pressure b,and 

maximum tension of aqueous vapor at this temperature , e, 

would have a volume Y0 at standard condition^ according to 

the following equation;- 

nr it - h—6  
0;t 760{ltT036?t) 

Procedure In Brief 

Essentially the procedure consists of first confining 

a measured quantity of the gas in a graduated glass cyl¬ 

indrical burette,wherefrom the various components are succ¬ 

essively removed by combustion,absorption,etc .After the 

gas mixture is treated in any of these steps.it is drawn 

back into the burette and measured again**he decrease in 

volume,if ary,is determined and the percentage of the par¬ 

ticular component under consideration calculated in terms 

of per cent by volume of the original mixture* 

Apparatus 

Gas analysis equipment is ordinarily divided into 

two general classes,namely,laboratory and portable models. 
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the former for accuracy and the latter for greater tol¬ 

erance and portability .At the same time several types of 

burettes are used;the one approved by the U*S.Bureau of 

Hines is of 100 milliliter capacity graduated over the 

entire length in ml and 1/10 ml divisions, each ml being 

numbered,with aero at the top stopcock.Sometimes a pressure 

compensator ID used with these burettes to insure constant 

volume-pressure relations when mercury is the confining 

fluid,—if water is used then no compensator is necessary. 

Until short years ago it was difficult to obtain glass 

stopcocks which were perfectly tight,but the manufacture of 

glass apparatus lias been so greatly improved of late that 

satisfactory instruments can now be procured easily .Bennie 

recommends reasonable certainty of absolute air-tightness 

can be obtained only with a minimum of stopcocks and fusing 

the glass tubes together which would otherwise be joined 

by rubber hose,Careful regrinding of straight bore stop¬ 

cocks with short interval strokes and frequent renewals of 

very fine dry emery powder gives good joints when clean 

and lubricated with a preparation that does not deteriorate, 

vork out the ends of the kej^ncr give off hydrocarbon vapors. 

Dennis2 recommends a superior design after Greiner and 

Friedrichs to prevent the channeling of the barrel of the 

stopcock » 

«* «*«•««- ' m* «M* 4MC .«* «* «*** *tt> ** -tnt ** W -«* «•■*» *»»*«• -•« «» 

1. Dennis,Hempel’s Gas Analysis (1912)139- 

2. L.M.Dennis, Gas Analysis (1925)115 



Greiner and Friedrich stop cochs 



The manifold which, iserves to connect the "burette 

with the various pipettes is u*3.de of capillary glass 

tubing and the necessary glass stopoochs. 

Absorption pipettes are of two common types,Francis 

afcto-brubbler*and Burrell contact.The fomer brings1 the gas 

into intiio&te contact with the solution in the form of 

fine bubbles.The foremast of the two chambers of tho Burrell 

contact pipette lo filled with glass tubes such that when 

the gas is forced into the pipette,the solution drops 

leaving the large surface of the tubes wet with the absorb¬ 

ing solution exposed to the gas.Various pipette arrangements 

are cos-anon,as one for each of the following:- COg,Hl,and 

G«>, or else C0g,0j>, and CO,—according to the particular 

job for which the apparatus was designed. 

The combustion pipette is made of a cylindrical Pyrex 

glass shell 1§ inches diameter and 5*| inches long with a 

capillary tube sealed longitudinally in the top and closed 

at the bottom with a number nine rubber stopper, thru which 

pass the glass-tube electrode-support posts and the leveling 

fluid entrance (connected by a rubber hose to tho leveling 

bulb} • 

Confining Liquids 

Certain authorities* cay that for accuracy in measurement 

*»«***«»«•««»«»«*** M. «» «M •»*«» «■» ****«» -a**- *« •»*••<*'«» A* «• 4* «» «* *» 

1,Burr ell Manual For Gas Ana3y sis,-Burrell Tech Supp.Co, 



s 
of the gases *tlio confining fluid should be mercury*but that 

for ordinary work(including portable, equipment) a 3# sol* 

trtion of sulphuric acid containing 20# sodium sulphate 

reduces the solvent power of water sufficiently to justify 

its use for COg and the other gases present*'x'he acidified 

sodium sulphate is then colored by an indicator* as phenol- 

phthaleln,cr methyl orange,to make a more clearly defined 

level of the water in the burrette against the gradations* 

and,further*the color will change to indicate the possibility 

of the liquid’s having become allot line and hence capable 

of absorbing C02,etc*. 

Hoffman1 found that the saturating of the confining 

liquid with the gag was not satisfactory due to the chang¬ 

ing composition during the analysls*Hc found that approx¬ 

imately 22# solution of sodium chloride was the best water 

solution and that it dissolved only about one-third as much 

as pure water.He states that acidified watS3? is no better 

than pure waterJ 

Uennis® says that on account of the solubility of gases 

in water and in the reagents,no great accuracy is attain¬ 

able, even when the liquids are saturated with the gas mix¬ 

ture being analysed»and that if very accurate results are 

desired,that the apparatus must unquestionably be filled 

with mercury, 
w* *+ <ar *** w **■ m* mr m* ** m mm m m ** +* ~* -**■-•*»* ** *• *+•* ** 

1. Feuerungstechnik (1926)14,98 

2. Dennis,-Hempel’s Gas Analysis (1912)59 
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Order Of Analysis 

The components of a gat* mixture are usually removed 

in this order: CG2*Ill,0g*00,Eo»0E4,an£ Odd*?,however, some 

ga3 mixtures are adaptable to the scheme of analysis ishieh 

determines GGg,combustibles,and then Gg,in which event the 

Og in the original sample is accounted for as G02,H20,etc., 

in the combustible part before the absorption determines the 

residual Q.->, 

Where ethane and hydrogen are present#Burrell and 

Seibert^* say that combustion ■ssy^th&t heated copper oxide 

in a TMjube is the approved method* 

Methane and ethane are determined by combustion and 

measurement of thd GOg formcd.Thio procedure is necessary 

since these gases are not successfully removed by selective 

absorption as are most of th e others* 

The slot/ combustion of methane is by no means as 

simple as indicated by 

CH4* 20g -^COgfSagO 

Bone and \7heeler^ in 1902 sliov/ed that the formation and 

decomposition of forsna^Lbyfie ms one of the steps in the 

combustion of methane,and ifsufficient oxygen is present* 

the oxidation proceeds on to COg and BgO,Armstrong® sug¬ 

gested that methyl alcohol ms the initial product,-which 

rapidly decomposes to formaldehyde and steam.The mechanism 

m» *♦•«*** %*.*•.«* •* m ** «**••**.«*■*%* •** « **.«■*- m* •*» *m- 4» ** -m+ «*► 

1.Bull *TJ.S.Bureau Mines (1926)197*1 

2 .Trans *Chem *Soc*( 1903)83 *1074 

3. Ibid.,(1903)83,1033 
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ef til© reaction would be shown hys 

CS^^CKsCH^aistGaJg^gO^ICaiO^ECOtH-^pHgCO^^pCO^0 

These products are meU^B£,methyl alcohol, di-fay^oisy methane* 

etcaai and. f oimaldefcyGe,formic acid, carbonic acid,and finally 

carbon di07d.de ar»d water .H.D.Dakin (1912) gave a very similar 

theory differing in th&t formaldehyde decomposed into hydro** 

gen and caroon monoxide,nhich on further oxidation gives 

miter and carbon dioxide-, 

The various absorb?.ng solutions and the methods of making 

them up and handling are given by JRurrell^ and “oy Dannis*5, 

l.tf.H.:H'xlonrl(ThG Chaa.of Combustion (1922) 41}says that the 

di»hydroxy methane ia purely hypotheticalfahsreac the other 

products arc evidenced experimentally. 

2 .Burrell Manual tfor Gao Analysis,-Burrell Tech*;5upp,Go. 

3,k.h.Dennis,-Gas Analysis (1925) 
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Heating Elements 

The resort to the combustion of methane and ethane 

in hopes of completeness,and. the accurate measuring of 

the COo formed,is the ala in the absence of satisfactory 

selective absorption methods.Since methane is fairly inert 

chemically#the temperature of combustion is rather high,thus 

the source of ignition must he quite hot .The following table 

gives the moat important electrically heated 'srf.ro spiral 

heating elements experimented with. 

Wire 
metal 

Wire 
size 
B£S 

Maximum 
current 
amp.a.e. 

Results 

Platinum 28 5 barely red;too low temp. 

Platinum 60 ? burned out too readily 

Platinum?- 60 1.5 slightest extra heat from 
combustion burns it out. 

Mchrome 26 6 good,but hums out in air 
or Q‘2 on about the second 
heating;embrittles easily 

In each of these experiments, the ends of the heating 

element wire were cinch into the mercury columns,which served 

an mechanical support and electrical contact,similar to the 

design shown by Fielder,loner-,and Holbrooh^.Smaller diameter 

spirals (1/8 to 1/4 inch diameter) serve much better than 

the larger ones.Hue to the melting down of the spiral,a core 

1. PXatinum wire,twisted pair. 

2. Bull .TJ,S.Bureau Hines,«Tcch.Paper (1925)^,24 
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to help maintain its shape is desired .Thin I^rex tube as 

a core melted and gave way jheavier Pyrex caused the ele¬ 

ment wire to sag too much.Porter and Ovitz^ used the spiral 

without a core,with the terminals of the spiral connected 

to heavy platinum wires,which scaled thru the glass electrode 

supports at the lower ends.These heavy platinum wires,which 

served as mechanical support and electrical contact for the 

heating element,were inside the now mercury filled glass 

electrode support tubes. 

All heating clement temperatures were ouch that the 

ends of the spiral boiled the mercury out from the mercury 

leg,since yellow to white heat of the platinum or nichrome 

is necessary for combustion .This lead to a resort to the, 

porcelain core,platinum spiral (supplied by Burrell1 2) about 

l/8 inch diameter and 5/8 inch long consisting of five 

turns of about number SO size wire.This element requires 

about 6 amperes to heat it sufficiently for the combtistion 

of methane;this requires about 5 volts.This type element 

clips into a spring contact at its ends after the fashion 

of a cartridge to facilitate replacements .This brought up 

the problem of a suitable type of heating element support 

and suitable material for its construction. 

1. Bull.Bureau Mines,-Bept.Interior (1919) j.,24 

2. Burrell Tech.Supply Co.,Pittsburg,Penna. 
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Heating Element Support 

A number of requirement6 are found necessary to "be 

satisfied in order to produce a satisfactory support for 

such, an element .The spring-clip metallic portion of the 

support must be of the order of §• inch in length in order 

to minimise the gas space necessary above the leveling 

fluid and yet give sufficient spring action to eerve as 

the clip as well,The support wires {Should not loose too 

much of their springiness nor rigidity on becoming red 

hot,must not oxidise enough to give too poor an electrical 

contact,nor expand enough to cause the glass sealed joint 

to crack or start a gas leak .The glass to metal joint must 

stand rather sudden changes of temperature. 

Stiff copper wire sealed thru glass is wet by the glass 

according to Housekeeper,of the Western Electric Company1 2*, 

but it is found to oxidise too easily when in use and give 

poor electrical contact to the heating element .He showed how 

flattening the copper wire in certain experiments gave re¬ 

lief to the mechanical stresses set up in the joint .Almost 

any sort of heat expansion difficulty can be overcome with 

the use of nickel-iron alloys which can even be made with 

n 
a negative coefficient of heat expansion%or the same as 

common glass, or the same as fyrex glass etc.,but the 

oxidation difficulty when in use has not yet been met. 

1. Jnl.Amer.Inst.Elect.Enggre•(1923} 42.870 

2. Guillaume produced these a number of years ago,among which 

is the well known Invar. 
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The British General Electric Company coated this with 

copper(20/1 of the wire) tb form the Mumet* wire,and 

Dundon1 2 3- prepared high temperarure seals by bronzing the 

wire,hut "both these hare yet the disadvantage of the oxid¬ 

ation difficulty when subject to the temperature of the oper¬ 

ation of the heating element when in use,Kaye^ recommends 

stainless s$eel for equipment where oxidation causes some 

difficulty,but the coefficient of thenaal expansion is too 

great for glass,or Pyrex which would stand the temperature 

changes • Tungsten is too brittle for the work and it also 

oxidizes rather easily .In general platinum seals thru ord¬ 

inary glass quite well,and for special high temperature 

and high pressure work IIcKelrey and Taylor3 producedlarge 

platinum to glass joints which worked well. 

Cemented joints of various commercial types were tried 

with but little success. 

The final foim of the heating element support was made 

from half inch diameter Pyrex tub|ng 1/16 inch thick walls, 

using number 18 nichrome wire as the support wires .The prep¬ 

aration of the final support does not require the services 

of an expert glass blower,yet certain technique is manifestly 

required.The Pyrex tubing is heated in an oxygen-methane 

flame and a one-half inch section of the end flattened by 

1. Jnl./imer.Chem.Soe. (1923) 45,716 

2. Kaye,-High Vacua (1927) 59 

S.Jnl./imer Chem.Soc. (1920) 42,1364 
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means or one dbnch 'broad faced tongs to Just admit the 

freshly polished and shaped nichrome wires.With the wires 

quickly inserted,the Byrex is heated further by the one 

inch broad flame and the tongs used to shape the flattened 

glass compactly about the wir e.Compreasing the plastic mass 

about the wires is better than depending on wetting the wire 

by higher temperature glass,which would frequently cause 

the glass to crack on cooling.Ho great heat is applied 

in order to prevent gassing at the glass to metal joint and 

subsequent leaks .Housekeeper-*- reports that if the metals to 

be used for sealing thru glass are kept at 800° in a lab¬ 

oratory vacuum for ten to twenty minutes,the gassification 

during the sealing process is reduced to a low minimum and 

the metal may be used any tim e within the next ten days 

for the sealing work. 

Flames bf the necessary temperature to work Pyrex are 

hot enough to melt the nichrome quickly,which means that 

the wire must be kept out of the direct flame.With this the 

manipulating precautions may be summarised as follows i- 

1. Avoid heating the nichrome in air,-its oxides do 

not stick to the glass well, 

2. A void overheating the Byrex,-gas bubbles form 

leaky joints around the wires. 

1.Jnl.Araer.Inst.Fleet.Jnggro. (1923) 42.877 
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3.Plastic Pyrex compressed about this sort of v/ire 

is "better than trying to wet the wire with hotter 

glass* 

4 .Anneal the joint in a very cmofcy flame until a 

heavy coat of soot is accumulated,then set on a steam 

hot-plate for an hour or more. 

’Vhen in use,this heating element support is quite durable 

and the leveling fluid can be brought up and over the metal 

to glass joint arid very near the heating element even while 

the latter io quite hot.Discretion must be used as to how 

long the equipment has had time to heat before this drastic 

teot of quality is applied. 

Comparison Of Hot S'tlaments 

One of the earlier analytical setups for slow combus¬ 

tion utilizing a hot filament wan proposed by Coquillion^ 

in 1076 from the laboratory of M.Wurts.lt consisted of an 

electrically heated platinum spiral over which passed small 

amounts of mine air of low hydrocarbon content .Sequent 

explosions resulted.which seemed to be entirely avoided by 

the use of palladium spirals.The addition of a measured 

quantity of hydrogen2 apparently gave smoother combustion, 

but with most his experiments,lie found deposits of free 

carbon when losing this palladium heatimg element .The 

author of this present thesis found (as are also the commer¬ 

cial laboratories finding today)this type of deposit from the 

1. Cooptea renduo (1876) 83,394 
2. Ibid 84.458 
3. Ibid 84,1503 
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use of platinum spirals ao well,when analysing large 

eamx)lec(30 cc) of nearly pure methane Jlempel^ placed a 

small platinum spiral inside a email quarts tube,while 

White1 2 put a small platinum heating element in a trans¬ 

parent quarts capillary 4 mm, internal diameter and 125 mm, 

3 
long;each obtained neary the seme results .Srehschmldt 

used a platinum capillary tube 0.7 mm. internal diameter 

(3 mm.external diameter) externally heated by a flame 

with largely the same results.All these attempts at develop¬ 

ing a method of gas combustion had to be confined to small 

quantities of gas of low combustible content. 

Analysis Mothod 

2he following is the general method for the combustion 

of gas with the hot filament type of combustion equipment, 

commonly known as the Heap eft method. 

^.Precautions s 

a. P'O not get in a harry for explosions result. 

b. Be sure that you are right then go ahead, 

c. Observe the following rules closely. 

3.Put 70.0 cc.Og into the oembustion pipette,this gas re¬ 

mining at atmospheric pressure due to the level of its 

leveling bottle in the systemjopen the pinch-cook on this 

1. Zeit.Angew.Chemle (1912) 25.1841 

2. White, Gas Analysis (1913) 49 

S.Berichte der Peutsohen Chen.Gaoellschaft (1888) 21,3242 
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connecting hose to allow Tor later expansion of the gas. 

j|.With 30.0 cc. of the gas to he analyzed in the measur¬ 

ing "burette at atmospheric pressure,pinch its leveling 

"bottle tub© with a Mohr’s pinch-cock and suspend the level¬ 

ing "bottle on the support some ei^ht inches above the top 

of the "burette,with the cook closed tightly;open stop¬ 

cocks to connect the "burette with the gas combustion 

pipette,-this should not result in any gas flow since both 

were at atmospheric pressure. 

48eat the ignition element rather quickly to prevent un¬ 

necessary gas expansion .This temperature is bra gilt yellow. 

ji.Open the Mohr’s pinch-cock very slightly so as to allow 

the combustible gas^flow into the combustion zone at about 

one cc.per minute.Tiny audible and visible explosions take 

place as the gas enters;if this is not observed from the 

very start,then the sample most be discarded due to explos¬ 

ive mixtures being formed.The equipment is allowed to set 

for two or so minutes after all the gas has entered the 

combustion zone,or else the gas is run over the electrode 

several times to try to insure complete combustion. 

j3 .After these minutes of post combustion heating,or running 

over the hot element,the gas is slowly "brroq&t back into 

the measuring burette,allowing time for the element to 

cool a minute or so .The gas is cooled to constant volume. 

j^.V/hen this gas is in the CO£ absorber pipette,a new 

cample of 40.0 cc. of 0o is put in the combustion pipette 

to make ready for the second attempt at completeness of 
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ccEilrdotion. 

*5. Aft or complete absorption of the COg,the known volume 

of partly spent gas is passed into the combustion pipette 

as "before,and the procedure is as before. 

Combustion Rate And Completeness 

Due to the size and convenience of the laboratory 

apparatus,50.0 cc. CII^ and ?0.0 cc. Og (Commercial) were 

taken were taken as standard volumes and the combusted 

products added to 40.0 cc. Og(after absorption of the 

COg from the first combustion)during the second attempt 

of combustion.These proportions and this procedure gave 

superior results. 

Obviously the fate of flow of CK& into the combustion 

zone during the first attempt is of great importance,-this 

is more marked in the case of spark ignition as will be 

shown later.U.S.Bureau of Mines^ recommends 10 ee. per minute 

while ISngelder2 recommends 1 cc. per minute;the former gives 

CO which does not burn readily .while the latter gives free 

carbon which sticks on the sides of the pipette.This formation 

of carbon is augaented for longer times that the heating element 

remains hot during the first combustion»eventhough Kngelder re¬ 

commends 10 minutes to allow for convection nixing and better 

combust i on .Rhode failed to find compounds of nitrogen, 

l.Buil.U.S.Bureau Hines,Tech.Paper (1925) 320,11 

2,Ingelder, Gas Analysis {1951) 52 

3 .Dennis, Gas Analysis (1925) 153 
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from the air used for combustion,that wore reported by 

^Silte-*- for long high temperature heat ing .Bunsen*2,however, 

showed oxides of nitrogen from high tcrperature explosions, 

which {allowed up as though it imo COg in the KCH solution* 

In a study of tho formation and the subsequent difficulty 

of CO,Sehuftman3 found CO to be active for combustion,or 

combine with Eg to foira CII4 In a Ki-AlgOa eatalyser only 

thru a certain critical temperature range(200° to 3C0°C) 

and concentration range.lt io evident on inspection that 

carbon dex>osited on the walls of the combustion pipette 

will not ccmbust, eventhough the simultaneously released 

Kg bums freely, 

Tahing precautions as to the duplication of conditions, 

and using mercury as the leveling fluid,the combustion of a 

gao ma;Jp be checked to within a few tenths per cent error, 

run after run, oven when the actual error my run as high 

as 2 to 5 per cent of the total gas present.Commercial 

laboratories employing this sort of equipment are demon*- 

strat constant error by the deposits of free carboh 

in the top of the combustion pipette.This Is sufficient to 

become quite visible on some four or five combustions 

using some 30 cc. of nearly pure CII4. 

l.Jnl,/timer .Chem.Soc. (1901) 23, 476 

S Bunsen, Gasometrioehe Methofien (1877) 73 

3.Zeit*Angew.Chea• (1926) 39.876 
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The method of explosion of relatively large quantities 

of combustible gas with commercial oxygen and utilising 

an electric oparb for ignition(propooed by Hinman and 

endorsed by Gil?, and Hunt’*) involves much greater danger 

©f blowing up the pipette than the other methods.In the use 

of air to supply the oxygen,the high temperature of explosion 

tends to fom oxides of nitrogen and thus produce errors,and 

the other possibility of the incompleteness of combustion 

is 3ust os with the hot filament ignit ion .White*5
 added pure 

Eg and reports to have had almost absolute assurance of 

complete combustion .He further prepared pure GB4 from which 

he reports an error of 1,6$ using 7 to 10 cc. samples of GH^0 

Decomposition Of The Gas 

In the use of comaereial oxygon for slow combustion, 

the problem of nitrogen is avoided,but the other problem 

are yet to be solved,If the oparb gpp is too high tip in the 

combustion pipette,the CH4 has too little time to mix with 

the essential oxygen,and is consequently broben up into free 

carbon and hydrogen while passing thru the oparb (which was 

a continuous arc from a oparb coll) .The H2 bums freely 

while the carbon deposits out in the top of the pipette* 

Too low a setting of the oparb gap allows pocbeto of explosive 

c»4» *S» W» ^ €* ** «*•»<£* «* «»*»«»-«* 

1.3nl.Amer,Chem.soc. (1895) 17,987 

2 .White, Gao Analysis (1913) 84 
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mixtures of the gas to form.The optimum value ms found to 

he l/2 to 5/8 inch below the gas inlet.This however, is not 

all the solution to the difficulties of decomposing the gas, 

since to quite a measurable degree it persists even at the 

host all round conditions with the spar Is met hod. The form¬ 

ation of CO during the first attempt at combustion,and the 

difficulty of burning further until the COg is absorbed 

and the remaining mixture passed into the arc again in the 

02 atmosphere,is an outstanding difficulty.This is true 

even when the initial Og is quite well in excess of all 

the original CH4. 

The ensuing paragraph is to dhow the formation of CO 

during the first attempt at combustion«Evenoo,caxrb0n deposits 

were in evidence in the top of the combustion pipette each 

time of experimentation.In each case the 30.0 cc. of CE4 

was run thru the arc,which was located as described in the 

70,0 cc. Og,After measuring and absorbing tho C0g,the mix 

was run thru tho are into 40.0 cc. of a new supply of 0g 

now in the pipette ;the gases were passed thru the arc on 

entering and leaving the pipette,thus they passed thru It 

elgit times for each combustion attempt .Other experiments 

of letting the equipment set and depend on convection for’ 

stirring proved of little or no value. 



Combustion Pipette For Spark Ignition 



Table To Show CO Formation 

Semple C02 Found 

CG. 

COo Found 
CQjg Theoret. 

% 

Combustion 
based on vol. 

decrease 
% 

Ultimate 
Total coah 
COg/OH/j, 

1 17.7 59.0 74.2 

7.3 24.3 M.O1 
# 

1.0 -J£*A 2.4 

86.7 91.G2 86.7^ 

2 16.9 56.8 79.5 

1.6 5*4 2.0 

6.6 22.2 12.4^2*3^ 

1.1 3.7 
83.1 

J5.5> 
97.6® 88.3^ - 

3. 18.6 62.0 75.0 

6.9 ;' 83.0 
. 85.0 

M.01 

99.0 85.0# 

Other factors causing ultimate low combustion were 

liept constant. 

mh» m ***>-**■*>■ 

^Indicating possible CQ.nhen getting more COg than the 

theoretical % consumed • 

2. CH4—* £ * % ; Eg 4 $Og—* %o 

3 .Added the gas to the extra Og after the second combustion. 
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Sfcom sample number three of the preeecding table 

comes the fallOvTing mathematical analysis of the formation 

Of GO. 

CE/ifSOg—*»C 0£*£H20 

She volisne loss is too times C&4 burned ^regardless of CO 

of COg. 30.0 ec CH4W 70.0 co Og gave 13.6 O0 COg and 45,0 00 

volume loss (corresponding to22.5 co C0g if that fraction 

of CH4 had gone 100# to give COg and Bg<^» 

She second combustion gave 6,9 cc COg and 8.4 ec Volume 

loss VJ&S caused in part by the HgO formed and the 

CO consuming Og to give a volume of COg equal to the volume 

of CO burned to form It. 

(i5,CO.fr£Og-~>C02 (1$ volumes give 1 volume) 

( 2 ),Q5^20g»w)*C Qgf2HgO 

let as be the CO present from first combustl on.and uhleh did 

combust during the second attempt , 

y Is the GH4 yet present after the first combustion 

uhich combusted during the second. 

Gas volume balance: 

(3 )j?C0»yCH4«w( )C0g«2yEl20 

Then from the second combustion end the COg from if comes the 

COg balances 
(dJJtetsr) 6.9 cc. 

3Tram the §0g consumed by the CO.jaus tho HgO from the CE^, 

the volume loss during the second combuatlam ms!* 

(5).&*+2y 8.4 cc. 

Simultaneous solution of (4) and (5) gives 

% 3.60 cc CO present after first combustion* 

y 3.30 cc CH4 present after first combustion. 
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This Is checked b|? equation (4) of COg found from the 

theoretics! equations of (l) and (2) .Thus the value of 

— 12^i.nitial CHa-^CO at the first 
30*0 combustion. 

Optimum Oxygen For Second Combustion 

The optimum amount of oxygen for the second combustion 

ms found as indicated "by the second table;in each case 

30*0 cc.Ci% ms added to 70,0 ce*0g during the first combus® 

tion,and after absorbing the C0g,the mix ms attempted to be 

combusted a second time as indicated by passing it into the 

pipette,thru the spark in the recorded volume of new 0g, 

Sample Og in pipette 
^uot before 2nd, 

CO, 

.COg Found 

CO* 

COo Found 
co„ Tiieorc 
2 % 

1 0 1*6 5.3 

8 20 3.0 10.0 

3 30 3,7 12.3 

4 40 6.4 21*4 

Other factors that might came variation as CE^ rate 

of floe/ into pipette,changing position of spark gap,time 

of exposure to spark,etc.,were kept constant ihruout.These 
Second 

are but averages of many runs,and are for fiffot combustions 

only. 

Hate Of CHA Flow Into Spark 

Concurrent with the study of the formation of CO and 

free earkon,was the observations of the effect of the rate 
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of flat? of GHg into the combustion sons during the first 

cambuDtion.Shese data are for tbs first cceabastion only. 

CS4 rat© 
into arc in 

cc/occ 

0.1 

0.4 

1,0 

C0S found 

cc, 

3.6.1 

21.6 

21.7 

53 

60.5 

70.0 

72.3 

faster flow rate of CE4 into the Og*in the combustion 

son©,than on© cc. per eecond is so fast, that tho explosions 

or© violent and explosive mixtures of dangerous slse accutan- 

late in the pipetie.The mixture was run thru the arc several 

times each attempt at combustion .The optimum CH^ rate for 

this oise of equipment is about one cc. per second,at \shich 

velocity,tiny flamos about one inch long are visible and aud¬ 

ible .Sven with this,the depositing of carbon mis shown as 

in the case of hot filament ignition .Thus, this method, similar 

to tho hot filament methcd^ls not satisfactory for large 

quantities of gas of hi^i combustible content .Hie formation 

of 00 io of little significance,for in time and in the pres¬ 

ence of sufficient 63 it will bum,unless perchance this io 

the reason for the formation of the deposited free carbon. 
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Campbell*** flrct utilised the principle of fractional 

combustion in gas analysis by contact with hot copper 

CD&de.eyenthQUgh the combustion of many hinds of compounds 

had “been accomplished in regular analysis by organic chemists 

for a long timeJSe determined accurately the minimum com** 

bastion temperature for various gases both with copper oxide 

alone and with pailadinised copper oxide .Hia values are as 

follows 5- 

Gas Initial combustion po: 
Pure CuO 3?d-CuC 

C° G° 

H2 175-180 80-05 

ca 100-105 100-105 

c#2 
315-325 240-250 

270-280 220-230 

C^IQ(ICO) 320-330 270-280 

CE4 Ho combustion © 455°G. 

Jaeger^first projiooed a convenient ocheae fen? util** 

ising .this principle on ordinary analysis of gas' and the 

method usually bears Ms name .He tabes advantage of the 

wide difference of minimum combustion temperatures of 

GO and Hg as compared with CH4 to separate the gases by 

factional combustion .He used hard ?cm glass(recamended 

transparent quarts) for the combustion chamber with an 

1. Amer.Chea.3hl. (1895) 2£,63S 

2. YJhite, Gas Analysis (1913) 84.cites Jour.Gasbeleucht (1898) 
41.764 
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internal diameter of about 10 mm*and a length of 200 na. 

It is filled, thru its middle section with granulated copper 

oxide fcept in place with wads of asbestos fiber .With the 

COgfC^g^and o2 previously removed*the whole volume of gas 

was flushed thru the CuO inte a phosphorus pipette which 

had been previously filled also with air and now contained 

nitrogen.For computation he quotes these equations:« 

H ptVCu0,g~~9S|>0jf Cu 

G0*CIICU«S*CQ2*CU 

Thus it is evident that after the gas has been heated to 

250%.the contraction in volume is equal to the since 

the C0„ volume is equal to the C0#and the Cu8 is practically 
M 

equal to the Cu.Since CH^ bums slowly*Jaeger passed it bach 

and forth several times to insure combustion • 

CE44dCu0««*MCu+C0^2Hg0 . 

Jaeger1 initially proposed 250° for the combustion of % 

aloud.yvon with bhlig^ praising Jaeger ’s worh very highly 

and recommending it*the author of this present thesis 

found it unnecessary to pass the gas more than once with 

the equipment shown in the following pages .Engolder3 

greatly endorses the practice of preferential combustion# 

for mere than two gaoco*ove-r hot copper oxide. 

*«M> V* !• «« «» «* JK» I» «». «l «a» W «* «* Cir ti* W «W <tf 4# «» M «9 

1. Jal.Soc.Ch<2*i.Ind.(1893) 17,^6 IHo 
2. ibid . (1910) ,29*196 

S.Jngelder, Gas Analysis (1931) 35 
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With a porcelain combustion tube 1-| inches diameter 

about 20 inches long containing 300 grams of wire copper 

orsi&eCapproscimately number 30 P&s)and plugged at the ©Ms 

with ignited long fiber asbestos*the following data wore 

taben with 1 co.per second as the CH^ rate of flow into 

the combustion sone: 

Gas used Air to flush Tcmp.CuO GOo found C0<> found 
and rerire CuQ 

cc. cc. 00. gresas 

200,0 200 350 0 0 

200,0 400 460 .043 12 

200.0 500 460' .029 3 

200.0 600 570 .126 37* 

200.0 6C0 570 .127 40 

200,0 600 700 .541 100,2 

200,0 600 700 .343 100.5 

‘The COg was absorbed with Ascarite.a cocsaereial COg 

absorber .tJoing water as the leveling fluid in the burette, 

it saturates the gas and the air,which means that it is 

necessary to mmlay the mpor correction and then correct 

to normal temperature and pressures** 

Keen temperature mo 30°C .and water mpor pressure at 

this temperature is £& 31.5 mm.mercury.Atmospheric pressure 

ms ?60^HKO,OO the 200,0 co. corrected is found to be 



200o0 
2?3<> 

x „ s 1?3 cc at STP 
303 

30 

175 y. 16—0.1S3S grams CI% if pure* 
22*400 % 

Ss in 44 »Q0y 0.1236 = 0.3400grams CO- for 100£ 
* 4 16.00 from 200*0 cc CH^ at room cond« 

iiions sa t ur ated'T/lth llgO -vapor 0 

Then to compute the CgK^. from the apparent 100.5^ CH^ 

ia tlie original gas sample 

Let x equal CH^ actual eea ,then x equals the COs 

(l00.0«x) Is u» u » '»u'^J 

or,2(l00,0«x) ee. is the COg from the C^tlQ 

COp balance: 
x<f2(l00.G*x) equals 200.f> 

s equals CO.5 cc or % CE^ 

and* 0.5 cc or % CgE6 

This gas analyzed lay different means showed 0.1$ EgS, 

v;hich#\7hen burned to SOg tshcrsro up as CGg in the CGg absorber• 
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Prom the foregoing,it is evident that the copper cxxide 

contraction method is to he favored over the numerous die- 

advantages of the. other methods .^referential combustion 

and the high order of accuracy are two of the moot important 

feat nr e G . Calculat ions, liowe vex*, ar e complicated ,but never 

the less are accurate.The difficulty of weighing the 100 

gram absorber- in order to measure accurately 0.1 milligram 

is merely a problem of laboratory technique. 


